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ABSTRACT 

Expansion planning models are often used to support investment decisions in the power sector. Towards the massive insertion of 

renewable energy sources, expansion planning of energy storage systems (SEP – Storage Expansion Planning) is becoming more 

popular. However, to date, there is no clear overview of the available SEP models in the literature. To shed light on the existing 

approaches, this review paper presents a broad classification of SEP, which is used to analyze a database of about 90 publications 

to identify trends and challenges. The trends we found are that while SEP was born more than four decades ago, only in the last 

five years increasing research efforts were put into the topic. The planning has evolved from adequacy criteria to broader targets, 

such as direct costs, mitigation of CO2 emissions, and renewable integration. The modeling of the network, power system, energy 

storage systems (ESS), and time resolution are becoming more detailed. Uncertainty is often considered and the solution methods 

are still very diverse. As outstanding challenges, we found that (1) the large diversity of ESS, in contrast to conventional generation 

technologies, and (2) the complex lifetime and efficiency functions need to be addressed in the models. (3) Only a high temporal 

and spatial resolution will allow for dimensioning the challenge of integrating renewables and the role of ESS. (4) Although the 

value of ESS lies beyond shifting energy in time, current SEP is mostly blind to other system services. (5) Today, many flexibility 

options are available, but they are often assessed separately. In the same line, although cross-sectorial (power, heat, transport, 

water) SEP is becoming more frequent, there are many open tasks towards an integrated coordination. The planning of future 

energy systems will be multi-sectorial and multi-objective, consider the multi-services of ESS, and will inherently require 

interdisciplinary efforts. 
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1 Introduction 

Worldwide population growth, the greenhouse effect, and sustainable policies demand an increasing use of renewable energy 

sources around the world. Indeed, the deployment of wind, solar and hydropower resources has been remarkable and is still 

rising [1]. However, integrating such massive amounts of variable renewable energy sources (vRES) into power systems poses 

several technical and economic challenges. In particular, vRES are difficult to predict and deliver a highly fluctuating power 

output [2], thus adding uncertainty and variability to the planning and operation of power systems. Moreover, the potential of 

vRES is usually spatially distributed and rarely correlates in time with the load profiles. These characteristics of vRES challenge 

the power system’s adequacy (energy and power balance) and voltage and frequency regulation [3]. Thus, in order to successfully 

integrate large shares of vRES, the planning and operation of power systems need to become more flexible than they are today 

[4–7].  

The required flexibility can be provided through several approaches (see Fig. 1). These include operational strategies (e.g. 

energy curtailment [8], power output controls [9–12], more frequent dispatches [13], industrial and residential demand-side 

management (DSM) [14]), new market structures, and integration between different energy vectors such as the heat, transport and 

power sectors [15–18]. Alternatively, one can modify the power system infrastructure by reinforcing the transmission 

infrastructure [19,20], adding flexible generation technologies (e.g. gas turbines) [21,22], and energy storage systems 

(ESS) [23,24].  

Particularly, ESS are widely esteemed as potential solutions for high shares of vRES [25–27]. The available ESS technologies 

(e.g. batteries, pumped hydro storage and hydrogen) differ vastly in terms of investment costs per power capacity and per energy 

capacity, lifetime, storage losses, efficiency, ramping rates and reaction times [23,25,28]. Moreover, current research concludes 

that there is no single ideal -or even supreme- ESS technology [24,25,28–30]. Indeed, the requirements for ESS depend on the 

characteristics of the power system under study and on the characteristics of the vRES. Consequently, the key question is: what 

combination of storage technologies is needed to tackle the challenges of vRES integration? 

Expansion planning [31] is conventionally used to deal with this kind of questions. For example, generation expansion planning 

(GEP) [32–34] determines an optimal investment plan for generation capacities during a given study horizon. Its goal is to serve 

the energy demand while satisfying a set of economic and technical constraints. GEP is frequently employed by policy and decision 

makers to decide when and in which generation technology to invest. Depending on the decision variables, energy expansion 

approaches can traditionally be classified into generation expansion planning [35] and transmission expansion planning [36,37]. 

When the focus is put on investment decisions of ESS, we refer to it as storage expansion planning (SEP). In practice, generation, 

transmission, and storage can also be planned jointly [38,39]. 

Many research and review papers about expansion planning of the energy sector can be found in the literature, including power 

generation [40,41], power transmission [37,42,43], and gas- and power-transmission [44]. A comprehensive review of the 

available GEP software is shown in [45] and [46]. However, reviews about SEP remain scarce. Our paper aims to fill this gap.  

This review makes three contributions to the existing literature. First, it provides a clear classification and overview of SEP 

models. We analyze the modeled ESS, energy sectors and flexibility options, the planning goal, the modeling detail of the systems, 

the time treatment of the investment and operational decisions, the consideration of uncertainty, and the solution methods. Second, 

we identify trends in how current SEP literature evolves in dealing with these aspects. Third, by contrasting newer SEP approaches 

to conventional GEP, we outline the challenges of planning ESS expansion. In these challenges, we focus on the diversity of ESS, 

the lifetime and efficiency functions of ESS, the required temporal and spatial resolution for an adequate modeling of ESS, the 

multiple services ESS can provide, and the inter-sectoral coupling through ESS. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a classification of models for SEP. Section 3 analyses 

the trends of ESS investment planning, while Section 4 identifies the remaining challenges. Finally, Section 5 presents the 

conclusions and recommendations for future work on SEP. 

2 Classification of storage expansion planning models 

Similarly to GEP, SEP considers the total costs of the system, given by operational and investment decisions over a time horizon 

of typically 10-30 years. Its most basic version is an energy balance that matches (e.g. yearly) generation with demand assisted by 

the use of ESS. 

The planning models for ESS have evolved in time. However, current approaches still make strong simplifications when 

compared to real systems. Thus, we classify existing SEP can be classified according to their abstraction level: (1) considered 

ESS, (2) goal and planning perspective of models, (3) considered energy sectors and flexibility options, (4) network modeling, 

(5) detail of power system and ESS, (6) time treatment of investment decisions and (7) of system operation, (8) treatment of 

uncertainty, and (9) solution methods for the resulting model. This classification is explained in more detail in Sections 2.1 to 0. 

2.1 Modeled ESS 

SEP can be classified according to the types of ESS and the number of different ESS that are taken into account in the planning 

process. ESS types can again be classified based on their storage capacity, spatial distribution, and mobility.  

First, according to their storage capacity, it is possible to divide ESS into short-term and long-term systems (although to date 

there is no consensus in the literature about a clear limit). Reference [47] considers short-term storage to have an energy capacity 

from seconds to days, such as flywheels (FW), capacitors (CAP), battery energy storage systems (BESS) and molten salts (in 

concentrated solar power plants – CSP) and compressed air energy systems (CAES). The same reference considers long-term 
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systems to have an energy capacity from weeks to seasons, such as water reservoirs (WR) and gas or hydrogen (H2) storage. 

Pumped hydro storage (PHS) and heat storage, depending on their size, can serve both the short- or the long-term [47]. CAP and 

FW have particularly low energy capacities and are suited for high-power applications up to 10 seconds. Consequently, CAP and 

FW are commonly not considered in SEP.  

Second, ESS can be grouped in centralized and distributed systems. The former includes large installations, such as PHS, while 

the latter refers to modular units such as home-batteries in combination with roof-top photovoltaic (PV) systems [47]. 

The third and last criterion considers their mobility. Systems fixed to one location comprehend most of the centralized and 

many of the distributed ESS [47]. Mobile storage is given mainly by electric vehicles (EV) or gas trucks, all of which are 

distributed ESS.  

The number of considered ESS types allows classifying SEP into single- or multi-storage approaches. In contrast to the former, 

multi-storage SEP can detect the synergies between different ESS systems. 

2.2 Goal and planning perspective of models 

In SEP, a cost minimization is usually applied by central planners (e.g. vertically integrated power companies) or policy makers 

(of a government or group of nations) as opposed to the benefit maximization of private investors [48]. Central planners rely on a 

cost minimization formulation and consider the expansion of a whole region. Private companies decide investments in their areas 

based on the energy price projections of the remaining system. When every private company tries to maximize its benefit, both 

planning perspectives (central and private) should lead to the same outcome, under perfect market competition, and without 

transmission constraints. However, real markets are rarely perfect, provoking differences, for which agent-based models can be 

used [49]. Nevertheless, the existence of complex markets and distortions does not mean that central planning has become 

obsolete. On the contrary: the result of central planning is commonly used as a benchmark for measuring the health of the system 

and for identifying the required corrective actions to be taken by policy makers [50]. Especially when planning a long-ranging 

horizon, the market may be of secondary importance as it is highly dynamic and can adapt accordingly. 

The target of SEP (i.e. the objective function of the resulting optimization problem) can be economic as a cost minimization or 

benefit maximization [51–55]. But many more dimensions play a role in the SEP decision-making process [56], such as CO2 

emission reduction in terms of maximum targets or penalties [22,57], robustness of the system [58] and resilience of the system, 

e.g. to climate change. If not all targets can be translated into economic units, the problem becomes multi-objective [59,60]. 

2.3 Modeled energy sectors and flexibility options 

Depending on the sectors considered, the existing SEP approaches can be divided into electricity models and (multi-sectorial) 

energy models (see Fig. 2). In the latter, different forms of coupling between the heat, transport, gas and water sectors are taken 

into account.  

In the general context of future multi-energy systems [18], the electricity and heat sector are coupled through combined heat 

and power (CHP) plants, as well as cooling and heat power plants (when also adding cooling) [61], and in general in distributed 

multi-generation plants [62,63]. These couplings bring virtual electricity storage options through the possibility to operate CHP 

plants flexibly[17,64], especially in the presence of thermal storage and/or energy vector substitution options [65,66], as well as 

through building heating and process heat [17,64]. Other heat storage technologies (HT), especially in the presence of buffers for 

heat pumps and domestic hot water tanks, can offer additional storage options.  

Other energy vectors can provide important forms of flexibility to the power system. For example, sectoral interactions between 

power and transport clearly involve EV, powered by fuel cells (FC) or batteries, which are per se a form of mobile storage [67,68]. 

Further, there are various couplings that emerge when considering a joint operation of the electricity and gas networks [69,70]. 

In particular, the Power-to-Gas (P2G) technology represents an ESS option that arises from this electricity-gas interaction. 

Namely, P2G allows production of H2 via electrolyzers (EL) that can later be used by FC in the power and transport sector or by 

gas turbines (GT) in the heat and power sector [71]. Also, there may be P2G options to inject hydrogen (as well as synthetic natural 

gas), produced from otherwise curtailed renewable electricity, into the gas network, which is effectively used as a means of 

daily [69] or seasonal [72] storage of clean energy. 

Focusing on storage interactions, the water and electricity sectors are coupled by water reservoirs, whose multiple purposes 

(e.g. irrigation, ecological services [73]) usually imply a more constrained operation when using those also as electricity storage 

resource. However, even in such more constrained cases, technical solutions exist, such as installing after-bays (with/without 

pumping capacity) that may offer direct/indirect storage options to the electricity sector [74]. Also drinking water 

installations (DW) couple both sectors, for example emerging desalination plants can use the obtained brines to generate electricity 

when equipped with an additional turbine [75]. 

Within the electricity sector, it should be made clear that ESS are not the only source of flexibility for vRES integration. It is 

important to plan ESS options jointly with other options for maximizing the opportunities of storage and the benefits of the whole 

system, e.g. ESS and flexible generation [76], ESS and transmission1 [39], ESS and energy curtailment options [77], and ESS and 

multi-generation systems [65,78]. 

2.4 Modeling of network  

The detail of modeling the power network is relevant to identify transmission constraints and local potentials. Existing 

approaches range between one-node (also known as copper-plate models) and multi-node models of the grid.  

                                                           
1 Expansion planning of transmission infrastructure is a flexibility option, which is different to modeling the existing grid as explained in Section 2.4. 
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When harnessing local potentials of vRES (e.g. wind power from remote offshore areas or solar power from distant deserts) or 

of ESS (e.g. PHS in the mountains or H2 in caverns), it becomes relevant capturing their spatial dimension. Although one-node 

approaches can still model these local potentials (e.g. by modeling them as different technologies, each with a different expansion 

capacity, energy profile, cost, and yield), these are reasonable only if transmission capacity is not an issue. If transmission 

congestions (bottlenecks) do exist, multi-node approaches should be applied.  

Multi-node models apply different approaches for taking into account power exchange between regions. First, the simplest case 

is a traditional transport model, where each line has a maximum transmission capacity. Other parameters such as voltage and 

phase angle are not considered. Second, a more detailed approach is offered by direct current (DC) models. These consider current 

balances (Kirchhoff’s law) to find the power flows in the network [79]. To keep DC models linear, transmission losses are usually 

neglected or simplified, for instance, in the form of a fixed proportion of transmitted energy or, alternatively, modeled by piecewise 

linear functions [80]. Besides, their linearity is in accordance to many of the transmission pricing models [79]. Third and last, 

alternating current models (AC) additionally include voltage equations, but the computational burden may be prohibitive 

(nonlinear models, iterative solving schemes, long solving times) for larger systems [81,82]. 

Given the trade-off between computing time and precision in modeling high voltage networks, transport models are a commonly 

used approximation for direct current power lines; and DC models are often used for alternating current grids [79]. The use of AC 

models is indispensable when voltage constraints need to be studied explicitly, such as SEP in (low-voltage) distribution grids. 

2.5 Modeling detail of ESS and power system  

ESS can be modeled with different degrees of detail. Basic parameters involve their power capacity (in MW) and energy 

capacity (in MWh). Those capacities might remain constant in time or decrease due to aging. Some ESS have different capacities 

for charging and discharging, e.g. PHS, in which the converter (turbine) and charger (pump) may be physically different units. 

The efficiency can be considered constant or variable as a function of their state of charge, state of health (aging), operating 

temperature and dis/charging speed. Self-discharge might also be modeled. 

Also, the power system is often simplified in SEP. Models range from a set of simple energy balance equations [52,83] up to 

complex formulations describing technical constraints of generators and power reserve requirements [84]. 

Energy balance approaches may involve simple spreadsheet balances that add up the expected energy to be generated during, 

say, a year, aiming to match demand. The screening curve approach [34] allows through graphical inspection finding the optimal 

generation mix based on the peak-load-pricing theory [85]. These curves compare the structure of demand (in terms of a load 

duration curve) with investment and operational costs of the generation and storage technologies. Energy balance models based 

on optimization can also be found. Here, the load is commonly simplified in the form of discretized time blocks [86], for which 

the best solution found is a mix of generation and storage technologies that is able to supply energy to all time blocks. 

Advancing in the level of detail of SEP models, reliability indices can be considered such as expected energy not served 

(EENS) [87,88] or loss of load probability or expectation (LOLP/LOLE) [55,86]). Technical constraints important for scheduling 

the operation of the generation units (unit commitment - UC) can also be included. These involve minimum online/offline times, 

startup and shutdown times, up/down ramps, and minimum power outputs, among others [84]. Further constraints may involve 

system operation in terms of operational reserve (e.g. spinning reserves) [84,89] and proxies for frequency support [90,91] and 

voltage support [92,93]. 

In practice, when the focus of research is on macroeconomic balances, simple top-down formulations are used. These are usually 

energy-based models, available in software packages such as LEAP [94], MARKAL [95], ENPEP [96] or NEMS [97]. Conversely, 

bottom-up models target a high technical detail, for which complex formulations (e.g. reliability, unit commitment) as in HOMER 

[98], EnergyPLAN [99] and PLEXOS [100] are chosen.   

2.6 Time treatment of investment decisions 

The time treatment of investment decisions in expansion planning can be classified in static and dynamic approaches (see Fig. 

3). Static methods calculate the expansion decisions (answering to “where and how much”) at the end of a given time 

horizon [57,101]. Dynamic methods additionally optimize the entry year of new investments (responding to “when”), also called 

the expansion path. This is considered to be more useful in practice but comes at the cost of solving times [36,102]. A combination 

of both approaches is to use milestone-years. Here, a static optimization is performed every five years, for example [103]. 

Sometimes, the results (generation capacity mix) are used as input for computing the next milestone-year [104]. The rolling 

horizon approach [105,106] follows that logic by splitting the planning horizon into smaller and overlapping periods which are 

solved sequentially. For example, a common setting in long-term studies is to choose a set of 10-year planning horizons with 

5 years of overlap. In contrast to milestone-years, each period is dynamic. Milestone-year and rolling-over approaches optimize 

each period individually, which reduces the complexity of the optimization problem at the cost of being short-sighted (myopic). 
 

2.7 Time treatment of system operation  

SEP can be divided, depending on how they treat the time dimension of the system operation, in sequential (also called 

chronological) and non-sequential approaches. This distinction is closely related to the modeling detail of ESS and the power 

system (Section 2.5). 

Non-sequential approaches include the energy balances approaches (simple balances [83], screening curves [85] and load 

duration curves [86]). These neglect technical constraints from the system, such as ecological flow limits of hydropower, on/off-

line times of conventional generators, and state of charge and state of health for ESS. The neglected effects are, if at all, 

incorporated in ex-post studies. Hence, in practice, the found solution might be infeasible or more costly (suboptimal).  
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Instead, chronologic or sequential approaches can model the temporal interdependencies. These are particularly critical in small 

or isolated power systems with low inertia levels and poor frequency control capabilities [107].  

Other approaches of SEP consider type-days or type-weeks to approximate chronologic formulations by sampling a few 

representative days or weeks of the year [84,93]. The selection process of type-days or type-weeks might include clustering 

methods for scenario reduction [84,108,109]. Some of the type-days/weeks are chronologic, while others are based on (non-

sequential) load duration curves. However, none of them can capture the operation beyond their horizon (day/week). 

All approaches can vary their time resolution. Frequently, hourly up to multi-hourly time steps are observed. Some approaches 

use heterogeneous time steps aiming to find a good representation of the load curve with a few time steps. Coarse scales allow 

solving larger systems, in trade-off with the operational model’s accuracy. 

2.8 Treatment of uncertainty 

Uncertainties can be classified according to their nature in rational and stochastic [110]. Rational uncertainty arises when trying 

to anticipate the strategic behavior of agents (suppliers, customers, traders, and regulators) in market competition and is usually 

addressed with game theory models [49]. Stochastic uncertainties arise from random influences such as weather, load, resource 

availability, energy and technology prices. Instead of looking for an (deterministic) optimum under allegedly known conditions, 

stochastic uncertainties can be handled by optimizing an expected value, minimizing the regret, or keeping probabilities of 

undesired events (e.g. unserved energy) below a given threshold [111]. References [112,113] show an overview of stochastic 

models applied to general energy planning, while references [114], [108] and [115] show examples of SEP models that include 

the stochasticity of prices, load, and vRES. Stochastic optimization may also be useful for flexible expansion planning when 

decisions consider the potential resolution of uncertainty in time and the possibility of adjusting decisions based on such 

resolution [78].  

Another valuable option to account for uncertainties is the Monte-Carlo simulation, which runs deterministic models numerous 

times under randomized conditions to attain probability distributions [60,64,87,92]. When quantification of uncertainty is 

particularly difficult, scenario analysis (a manually chosen set of possible parameter outcomes) is performed. As a general rule, 

considering uncertainties multiplies the required solving time by a substantial factor, at least by the number of scenarios or Monte-

Carlo repetitions. 

2.9 Solution methods  

SEP is frequently formulated as a mathematical optimization (or mathematical programming) problem. However, many other 

decision support methods are found in the literature. 

Optimization problems can be divided according to their linearity into two groups. First, Linear Programming (LP) is comprised 

of the problems with a linear objective function and linear constraints [116]. If some variables can only be integers, the problem 

is called Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) [116]. The second category of problems is Nonlinear Programming (NLP), 

which has nonlinearities in their objective function and/or constraints [116]. Again, if some variables can only be integers, the 

problem becomes a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) [116]. Although there are many more subtypes of NLP 

problems, frequent approaches used in the energy sector include Quadratic Programming [117] (with a quadratic term in the 

objective function) and  Quadratically Constrained Programming (with quadratic constraints) [109].  

To solve mathematical programming problems, there are many solution methods available. Commonly used exact solution 

methods include Simplex or Interior Point for LP, Branch and Bound for MILP, QP-simplex for Quadratic Programming or Barrier 

for Cone Programming. When a limited computing capacity hinders these algorithms to find the optimal solution in a reasonable 

time, decomposition techniques can be applied in order to shrink the problem. Examples are Dynamic Programming [118], 

Benders decomposition [119] and Danzig-Wolfe [111]. They aim to find the same exact optimum, but they can be faster as they 

split the global problem into smartly chosen coupled subproblems. 

When the above methods fail to find the optimum in a prudent time (usually in NLP), heuristics come into play. They trade 

precision for speed, aiming to find a good solution in a feasible time rather than searching for the global optimum. Examples of 

heuristics are Artificial Neural Networks [120], Genetic Algorithms [121], Tabu Search, Particle Swarm methods [122], Ant 

Colony approaches, and so forth [123]. Reference [124] studies their performance in traditional GEP, whereas reference [123] 

analyzed some of them in SEP. Additional advantages of heuristics are that many offer options for parallel computing and are 

robust against missing and noisy data [125]. 

Other decision support methods for SEP rely on control rules [93], energy accounting frameworks [83,126,127] or time series 

analysis [21,128]. As no standard name for this kind of problems could be found in the literature, these models will be called other 

solution methods in the remainder of this review. 

Finally, some models are hybrids as they combine several of the approaches mentioned above. These split the problem into one 

for the investment decisions and another for the operation decisions (although they follow the logic of mathematical decomposition 

techniques, they are heuristics). For example, reference [121] formulates the investment decisions of ESS as LP (solved with 

Simplex) and the operational decisions as a set of control strategies (that then feed the operational costs back to the investment 

problem). It is also frequent to observe hybrid approaches that combine top-down (macroeconomic) with bottom-up (technical) 

models (see Section 2.5) [129,130].  

In general, the used modeling detail is a compromise between the required accuracy and computing limitations. For that reason, 

the treatment of ESS is often simplified. Similarly to GEP, detailed technical tools as ex-post analysis for checking the operational 

feasibility are also used in SEP, especially in the presence of large shares of both vRES and ESS. 

References [131–133] provide an exhaustive review of optimization methods applied to renewable energy and energy planning. 
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3 Trends in storage expansion planning 

In this Section, we identify the trends in SEP. For this, we collected a set of journal papers related to the topic, which we then 

classified using the criteria mentioned in the previous Section. The database was set up with all journal papers that are indexed by 

Google Scholar, published online before 2016, and contained both the words “energy” and “storage”, and “expansion” and/or 

“planning” in their title. Particularly, in the first years of SEP (1970-1999), only a few results were found, which is why the 

reference list of each paper was checked for further publications. Only for this period, conference proceedings were also included 

due to the lack of online material. For the remaining decades, further references to those found by the above search criteria were 

added, aiming to evaluate as many related studies as possible. The found papers were skimmed and those which did not provide 

sizing of ESS were discarded. In total, 87 papers were analyzed in depth, as shown in Table 1 [17,22,27,49,51–

55,57,58,60,64,67,68,71,72,75–78,83–93,101,103,108,109,120–123,126–129,134–176]. The overview of the resulting analysis 

can be found in Table 2. 

The first 30 years (1970-1999) of SEP show only 13 publications, whereas the 2000s account for another 14. In the 2010s, SEP 

takes off: 60 studies are found until the end of 2015. The remainder of this Section will analyze the found trends of SEP based on 

the classification criteria of Section 2. 
Table 1  
Number of SEP publications found per decade 

Decade Publications 

Earlier 8 
1990s 5 

2000s 14 

2010s 60 
Total 87 

 

 

3.1 Modeled ESS 

The need for energy storage is not new. In the beginning of power systems, operational flexibility was given by fossil power 

plants that stored their energy in the form of primary energy, mainly gas and petrol in tanks, and coal on adjacent yards. As long 

as that storage capacity is large enough (not imposing active constraints on the system), there is no need for modeling it. So, it 

comes as no surprise that SEP is born in the context of a more restricted primary energy source: hydropower reservoirs.  

The geographic development of SEP is illustrated in Fig. 4; whereas the technologies considered are shown in Fig. 52. SEP is 

first performed in the ‘70s in the USA and Canada [139,141], although the first PHS installations already appeared in the 1890s 

in Italy and Switzerland [177]. During the following decade, Japan [52,53] and South Korea [54] join the topic, while the USA 

[51,86] keeps on adding publications. Also, Denmark appears, envisioning the role of storage for a Nordic “wind-hydro” system 

[166]. Mainly WR and PHS are sized, then first models for generic (G) storage emerge. During the 1990s, storage planning goes 

beyond the traditional hydropower nations. For instance, the first publications from Egypt and Libya show interest for PHS [55], 

while research elsewhere starts to look at a broader variety of ESS, including BESS [161], CAES, CAP and FW [126]. Also, the 

first cross-sectorial models appear with the joint heat-power planning of heat tanks [148]. In the 2000s, SEP becomes a worldwide 

topic and more studies focus on these emerging technologies, as well as on CHP [64,154] and EV [67,68]. The technology 

spectrum continues to grow in the 2010s, adding H2 with a focus on P2G [71,72,174] and CSP [140]. Particularly, the BESS 

family receives attention with focus on developing technologies, such as Lithium-ion (Li-ion) [49,127,164], sodium-sulfur (NaS) 

batteries [127,164], and flow batteries [49,91,120,127].  

Although diverse ESS are included in SEP over the decades, before the 2000s the focus is on one technology at a time. This 

changes in 2004, when Barton [93] introduces a simple spreadsheet to find short- and mid-term storage for a wind farm. The first 

optimization models that include multi-storage options appear as recent as 2014 [89,121,164]. Only a handful of studies analyzes 

more than two ESS at the same time. For example, reference [164] studies a combination of three ESS for a copperplate system, 

while reference [89] does the same for micro-grids. Bussar et al. [121] are the first ones to address multi-storage needs for a 

spatially distributed system: Europe-Middle East-North Africa with a 21-node resolution. One year later, Zerrahn et al. [174] focus 

on a storage mix with reserve constraints. Understanding such optimal ESS mixes will only become more relevant on the way to 

low-carbon power systems. 

3.2 Goal and planning perspective of models 

The planning goals of SEP have evolved in time. The overview and evolution of planning targets are given in Fig. 6. At first, 

cost and adequacy are the ruling planning criteria. During the 2000s, with rising concerns about climate change, the first SEP 

studies including CO2 emission targets appear [64,68,93,169]. Nowadays, CO2 targets or emission penalties are common criteria 

in SEP [22,39,57,85,101,140]. The increasing conviction towards green power as a solution for emission mitigation pushed many 

studies to include RES integration goals, in terms of minimizing energy curtailment or maximizing possible RES shares 

[27,120,121,160,167,172], although cost criteria are naturally still frequent.  

An important goal, but often neglected in the planning stage, is the reliability and security of supply that storage can provide. 

Recent relevant work in this regard [178] (but without sizing ESS) assesses the contribution of ESS to the adequacy of supply and 

                                                           
2 In these kinds of figures, the y-axis shows the number of SEP publications that match a given criteria relative to the total number of SEP publications of a 

given decade. If a given criteria allows multiple answers, the y-axis becomes relative to the total number of answers of a given decade. 
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the ability of DSM and ESS to displace conventional generation. Reference [179] defines the latter point formally in terms of 

capacity credit of ESS. 

The existence of diverse optimization goals has led to multi-objective formulations in many disciplines. In SEP, however, 

single-objective approaches are prevailing with only a few exceptions during the 2010s (e.g. [60,162]). The remaining studies 

focus on expressing their targets in a common (monetary) dimension or including them as constraints or as scenarios (e.g. SEP 

for a scenario of 100% vRES). 

Before 1990, SEP is performed solely from a central planning perspective. In the next twenty years, with the liberalization of 

the energy sector, several studies from a private perspective emerge, involving models for attaining the production cost of 

technologies [83,126,144,149]. However, centrally planned SEP has not become obsolete. In fact, the vast majority of models of 

the 2010s is still based on such a perspective. 

3.3 Modeled energy sectors and flexibility options 

Until 1996, SEP focused only on the electricity sector. Since then, cross-sectorial planning has arisen, as shown in Fig. 7. The 

heat sector is the first one to be considered in SEP, particularly exploiting flexibilities in the heat storage of CHP [64,148,154]. A 

joint power-heat SEP has become more relevant with time [67,134,135,143,151,153,156,158,159]. For example, down to the level 

of individual buildings, there are clear examples of ESS able to support DSM mechanisms and to provide flexibility. They exploit 

low-cost thermal storage available in the building material and hot water tanks [143] when coupled to micro-CHP or electric heat 

pumps. Other recent studies focus on the operation of heat ESS. They include the thermal inertia of buildings and aim to highlight 

that the benefits from virtual energy storage available in residential applications potentially need to be traded off against the user’s 

comfort level [180]. On the thermal energy storage side, this is also stirring a number of discussions and publications on the 

appropriate level of complexity of building simulation tools to capture the available thermal inertia and impact on comfort level 

[181]. Reference [65] shows the importance of coordinating electricity and heat in district energy systems and the possibility of 

thermal storage to support the provision of flexibility. 

Since the second half of the 2000s, also the transport sector starts to play an increasing role in SEP [67,68]. Consequently, it is 

becoming more frequent to assess the added value of coupling the transport-power-heat sectors [67,151,153,159]. Reference [159], 

for instance, shows an algorithm for demand response participation in distributed energy markets that considers both EV and heat 

pumps as key components to create flexibility and diversity in the demand side. Similarly, the coordination of storage in the 

transport-power-heat sector can be used to provide frequency services [182]. 

As a sector-connecting technology, P2G also shows increasing relevance in SEP [71,72,145,174]. Strictly speaking, these 

studies do not explicitly consider the gas sector, but model P2G only from the power sector point of view. Reference [72] is one 

of the few exceptions that models both the power and gas grid to study the benefits from P2G as seasonal storage. Another 

study [69], following that approach, focuses on the possibility of using P2G-based short-term storage to avoid electrical and/or 

gas network investment, even though no ESS sizing optimization is carried out.  

With regards to the water sector (e.g. irrigation and drinking water supply) coupling, while its operation has been linked to the 

electricity sector for some decades [119,183], investment decision coupling has started to emerge only recently. For example, 

reference [184] includes in SEP the water demand and price as well as water network constraints. Also, the increasing demand for 

water desalination plants has triggered interest to understand their ability in providing flexibility to the power sector, e.g. through 

a special kind of PHS based on the resulting brines of reverse osmosis [75,155].  

Within the power sector, joint expansion optimization of ESS and other flexibility options are frequently observed since the 

2000s, e.g. ESS and transmission planning [92,101,121,137,140,151,168], and ESS planning with DSM options [22,27,67,181]. 

Energy curtailment [64,77,108,144,176] and investments in flexible generation technologies [76,103,129,140,144,168] are 

recurring flexibility choices in SEP, as well. 

3.4 Modeling of network 

The network modeling in SEP was strongly simplified for a long time. Indeed, studies before 2008 do not consider the 

transmission grid, with the exception of two papers [154,166].  

During the years, SEP shifts towards multi-node approaches, accounting now for approximately 50% of the studies of the 

present decade. Most of these studies model the transmission system with 5 up to 30 nodes. Among the multi-node studies, the 

most frequent approach to model the transmission system is via transport models [22,58,115,121,140,151] and DC power 

flows [57,72,90,137,173,175]. In SEP, the AC approach is limited to a few studies about distribution grids [92,109,122,163].  

Regarding the energy losses in transmission systems, only few data could be found in the revised publications. The authors who 

do indicate their approach recur to model the losses as a constant proportion of demand [166], as a variable amount computed by 

iterations [122], or as an endogenous variable represented by piece-wise linear approximations [175]. 

3.5 Modeling detail of ESS and power system  

SEP models have gradually gained detail over the last decades (Fig. 8). The underlying equation of all studies is an energy 

balance, which in the simplest case is on an annual basis.  

Before 1999, SEP is based on energy formulations only, with the exception of three publications that add reliability indices to 

their models [51,55,86]. The 2000s get interesting as the first SEP including UC formulations appear [64,154,169]. More detailed 

studies already include approximations for frequency [108] and voltage regulation [93]. In the 2010s, SEP approaches based only 

on energy balances still prevail. In absolute terms, formulations with UC [22,57,71,72,84,89,136,171,176], with 

reserves [88,174,176], and with voltage [92,109,122] and frequency [90,91] regulation proxies are becoming widespread. 

However, their application is limited to about one-third of the studied publications.  
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As for what concerns modeling of ESS, the vast majority of studies represents ESS by their energy and power capacity, and use 

a constant efficiency (roundtrip or dis/charge). A few exceptions use a variable efficiency, for example as a function of their state 

of charge [64] or their state and charge and operating current [91]. However, a variable efficiency in terms of their state of health 

or operating temperature has not been observed to date. Accounting for self-discharge is detected in some papers since 

2013 [87,121,143,159,172]. Aging of the energy capacity and its effect on ESS lifetime is considered only in one publication [89].  

Including a wide set of technical constraints of the power system, for example, reserves (primary, secondary and tertiary reserve) 

was long hampered by the involved computational efforts. Recently, it was demonstrated how linear programming approximations 

may be used to significantly decrease simulation speed with minimum loss of accuracy in UC models for relatively large systems, 

such as for Great Britain [185]. 

3.6 Time treatment of investment decisions 

Due to the clear advantages of modeling expansion paths of investment decisions (precise evolution of the energy system, 

including the end of life of existing facilities, delays due to constructing times, etc.), one would expect the number of SEP with 

dynamic planning formulations to increase over the decades in accordance to advances in computing capacity. But this is not what 

happened (Fig. 9). Instead, in the beginnings of SEP (before 1990), 50% of the models [53,54,86,139] had dynamic formulations, 

possibly conditioned by the long construction times of the main storage technologies of that time: hydropower reservoirs. Between 

1990 and 2010, only two [168,169] out of 17 publications use a dynamic treatment for investment decisions. This trend is still 

valid today; about 10% of the publications target to find the expansion path of investments. In those approaches, the frequency of 

investment decisions (or milestone-years) has remained constant between one per year and one every five years. 

3.7 Time treatment of system operation 

Due to limited computing capacity, SEP traditionally used non-sequential formulations. Just in the 2000s, the shift towards 

chronologic models starts. Nowadays, about 90% of SEP studies focus on preserving the chronology, out of which 30% use 

sequential type-day/weeks approaches to capture time-dependent dynamics of ESS and vRES (Fig. 10). 

The few non-sequential approaches that still remain usually correspond to particular research questions. For instance, one team 

aimed to make a gross economic evaluation for a wide spectrum of ESS, for which they only did a yearly balance (one time 

step) [127]. Others introduced a heuristic for sizing ESS relying on spectral analysis, which per definition interrupts the 

chronology [128]. Recently, screening curves were extended to SEP, which provide ease of solving the problem by graphical 

inspection, but again at the cost of the chronology [85]. Other non-sequential studies give up the chronology in trade of a longer 

planning horizon and a finer spatial resolution, e.g. reference [60]. 

Supported by advances in computing capacity and commercial solvers, time resolution in SEP has significantly improved over 

the last decades. Chronological models have increased their amount of time frames from about 10 in the beginnings of SEP, to 

300 in the 1990s and 2000s, and to 8760 today. Furthermore, a year with hourly slices is the current standard, accounting for about 

50% of the studies, even if this resolution usually requires spatially simplified systems. 

3.8 Treatment of uncertainty 

Most SEP models follow a deterministic formulation, of which some use scenario analysis to account for uncertainty. Other 

recurrent methods to study uncertainty in SEP include Monte Carlo simulation and stochastic optimization. Their evolution over 

time is shown in Fig. 11. 

Modeling of uncertainties has been part of SEP since the 1970s when stochastic optimization was the preferred tool to account 

for stochasticity of load [54] and -surprisingly already- of renewable energy availability (water inflows) [86]. Although during the 

1990s no stochastic publication is found, a decade later it becomes a fundamental part of SEP to model uncertain energy 

profiles [58,108,109,120,140,142,152,157,170,171,173] and uncertain expansion paths in time (multi-stage SEP) [78].  

Scenario analysis emerges in the 1990s to add sensitivities of capital costs [148]. Since a decade later, CO2 emission 

prices [22,101,144], energy costs [83,150,158], vRES integration and maximum curtailment levels [77], and other technical 

parameters [84,121,151,164,174] are the main variables studied through scenarios. 

With growing computing power, Monte Carlo simulation arrived during the 2000s, being used mainly for vRES levels and 

forecasts errors [89,92,154], as well as for outages of generators [60,64,89]. During the 2010s, the use of Monte Carlo expanded 

to other technical parameters, such as reliability levels [87,163] of the power system and efficiency parameters of ESS [57]. 

A recent publication relates to the liberalization of power markets. The emergence of trading agents has motivated SEP to 

include research based on game theory [49].  

3.9 Solution methods 

SEP has been formulated as mathematical optimization problems such as LP, MILP, NLP and MINLP, hybrid approaches and 

other simulation techniques (Fig. 12). These are then solved with corresponding algorithms. 

Until 1999, many different approaches are found without any dominant one. For instance, SEP are expressed as LP [51,55,86], 

NLP [139,141,147] –including one MINLP [53]–, hybrids [54,148], and other decision support methods [126,161,166]. 

In the 2000s, LP [108,154,168,169], including MILP [138], displace nonlinear formulations. Hybrids and other solution 

methods, with a focus on production cost models [83,144,149] and decision rules [67,68,93] account for more than half of the 

publications of that decade.  

 During the 2010s, LP keeps being widely employed [22,154,157,167,169,170] and are frequently run with commercial solvers 

based on Simplex or Branch and Bound. NLP has become more frequent again, especially for solving multi-node systems, which 

is concurrent with the proliferation of nonlinear optimization heuristics, such as Particle Swarms [122,163], Genetic 
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Algorithms [123], Simulated Annealing [92], Artificial Neural Networks [120] and so on. A new popular approach includes time 

series analysis [76,128,146].  

In absolute terms, hybrids become more numerous. In SEP, these include i) optimizing the operation (with any of the above 

formulations) and through scenario inspection finding the optimal storage size [72,84,138,143,171]; and ii) optimizing the storage 

size, for which the operational costs are then attained by different methods (optimization or other solution methods) and fed back 

[121]. These approaches are in line with the fact that, given the complexity of future energy systems with increasing volumes of 

renewables, detailed simulations of power system operation will be more and more required in planning studies. 

Motivated by the always limited computing capacity, model reduction techniques are applied to about a third of SEP 

publications. Decomposition approaches to reformulate the SEP into a master problem that determines the investments and a slave 

problem that calculates the operation, such as Dantzig-Wolfe [86] and Benders [51], emerge in SEP before 1990. Another early 

master-slave approach formulates the investment decisions as an optimal control problem and the operation decisions as an 

NLP [54]. Splitting the time horizon by means of Dynamic Programming corresponds to the earliest SEP publication found [139]. 

In the 2000s, the use of rolling horizons [152,154] and phenomenological model reduction techniques (including fuzzy clustering 

of load [108] and grouping of generation technologies [169]) are approaches with positive effects on solving times, especially 

relevant in stochastic environments. During the last years, SEP publications appear about defining the number of nodes that should 

be modeled as a function of areas free of transmission bottlenecks [167]. Other studies focus on warm starting the optimization 

problem, i.e. by finding a good initial solution [101,128]. 

4 Challenges for storage expansion planning 

Research is consistent in that ESS will play a dominant role in vRES integration, as they can cope with the variability, 

uncertainty, and location-specificity of vRES. However, based on the findings of Section 3, in SEP several challenges arise in 

contrast to traditional expansion planning. These will be addressed as follows. 

4.1 ESS’ diversity needs to be addressed  

In the review, we found that most of the studies represent ESS by using a handful of parameters (energy and power capacity, 

constant efficiency). However, there are other relevant and very dissimilar technical characteristics, which stand in great contrast 

with power generation plants. Some key features of ESS on this regard are reaction times, variable charge/discharge efficiency 

curves, operating/dead zones, variable lifetime, self-discharge and ramping capacity [25,28,104]. A short review of key 

characteristics of ESS and their main differences with conventional generators is explained as follows.  

BESS may react to demand very quickly, providing high currents within seconds, and operate beyond their rated power (pulse 

rate capability). Their state of health, however, is strongly affected by cycling [25]. The lifetime expectancy does not only differ 

significantly between the different types of BESS but also within a certain family. For instance, the cycles of Li-ion batteries range 

between 200 and 8000 under standard testing conditions, depending on the manufacturer [186]. Curiously, sodium-sulfur batteries 

maintain their operating temperature mostly through charging and discharging cycles [187]. On the contrary, CAES is quite 

insensitive to cycling, offer low self-discharge rates, but have lower efficiencies. PHS can conveniently shift energy in the 

day/night horizon, while large WR can accumulate energy over the seasons. Both may assist in frequency control [19]. However, 

they also possess forbidden operating zones given mainly by their pumps [188]. Small regulation tanks of run-of-river power 

plants, up- and re-powering of hydro reservoirs, and conversion of reservoirs into pumping facilities can provide additional 

operational flexibility. Electrolyzers offer good cycling capabilities, due to high efficiencies at partial load. The attained H2 has 

good storage opportunities with very few losses even over long time horizons. The reconversion of H2 to power via fuel cells is, 

however, limited by lower efficiencies (than other ESS) and very specific temperature requirements [189]. If a gas turbine is used 

for reconverting H2, traditional modeling approaches may be used. EV have additional degrees of freedom. They can be connected 

or disconnected and may change location [60]. The literature provides exhaustive reviews of ESS qualities in power 

systems [24,25,30,190–193]. Two recently published books [47,194] in German may provide further insights on these topics.  

Modeling the abovementioned technical characteristics within SEP can increase the solving times significantly and lead to a 

loss of linearity. The time-dependent constraints (starting times, energy balances, ramps) are especially challenging, as they require 

a sequential time treatment as well as a high temporal resolution. However, not modeling them accordingly may imply attaining 

suboptimal results in SEP. 

4.2 ESS’ complex lifetime and efficiency functions need to be modeled 

The many ESS exhibit large differences, not only between each other but also within a single technology, being characterized 

by complex efficiency and lifetime functions. The lifetime and efficiency of both generators and ESS are affected by cycling [7], 

consequently impacting their (re-) investment and maintenance costs. However, ESS are exposed to a larger number of cycles. 

For example, batteries could perform multiple cycles per day.  

Lifetime as a function of cycling has been considered in expansion decisions of conventional generators [195], as well as in 

operation of small power systems [196]. In SEP, however, we detected that only one study has looked into cycling so far [89]. 

This implies that the optimal results found by the remaining studies may hide infeasible conditions. For example, nothing in the 

model would prevent a BESS performing cycles beyond its lifetime expectations. 

The efficiency of ESS is more dynamic than that of conventional power plants. It is sensitive to the state of charge, state of 

health, charging and discharging power flows, and operating temperatures, among others [25]. These complex dependencies 

provoke large deviations in their operating efficiency as compared to generators and hence lead to greater uncertainties. SEP blind 
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to this phenomenon may over- or under-estimate the actual efficiencies, as well as be indifferent to lower states-of-charge and the 

involved smaller efficiencies. If these relationships are implemented, the optimization problem frequently becomes nonlinear.  

4.3 ESS require high temporal and spatial resolution 

In modeling, coarse time scales may mask relevant short-term dynamics. This happens in GEP with vRES, but also in SEP. 

Furthermore, the technical differences among ESS (Section 4.1) can only be distinguished, if a matching temporal and spatial 

resolution is used. Moreover, important technical aspects of ESS, including ramping rates, variable efficiency, and reserve 

services, require sequential approaches. Although our review has shown that time resolution has improved significantly over the 

years, and is down to hourly resolutions, solving the entire planning horizon (e.g. 20 years) with that resolution is still not feasible 

in real power systems.  

The chronology is frequently given up in trade of cross-sectorial planning, such as in the wide-spread expansion software 

MARKAL [95] and TIMES [197]. Here, vRES are mainly represented with capacity credits, which neglect their variable input. 

In power systems with high shares of vRES, ignoring their spatial and temporal variability leads to systematic errors, especially 

what refers to the need for ramp rates, forecast process and the quantification of operating reserves. As a consequence, simplified 

planning approaches may underestimate the real need of flexibility in the system [13,198,199]. In more recent versions of those 

programs, typical days or typical weeks are included as a possible solution to overcome these shortcomings [200]. Short-term 

storage systems can then be modeled with the time resolution they require. Nevertheless, type-days (or weeks) have two strong 

limitations: i) it becomes increasingly more difficult to identify them in the presence of many stochastic drivers (vRES) in the 

system; ii) the approach cannot deal with large storage capacities that exceed the length of the typical time period. 

A potential solution for these issues is the use of hybrid models (for the definition see Section 0). As mentioned in Section 3.9, 

some hybrid SEP propose to optimize the operation and find the best ESS size by scenario inspection [84,172]. This nonetheless, 

depends strongly on the good luck of the planning expert and is hardly scalable to SEP with multi ESS, due to the numerous 

scenarios it would require. But, it may still provide a good initial solution for storage requirements. The other hybrids (which feed 

the operational costs back to the investment optimization [121]) are plagued by convergence issues and depend on configuring a 

good set of rules to describe the operation. Some researchers [129] propose to hard-link separated investment and operation 

programs. This means performing a long-term expansion planning (e.g. TIMES) followed by an operational model that feeds back 

constraints. So far they have been able to study the Portuguese power system. But, whether the framework holds for multi-storage, 

multi-sector, and nonlinearities, is unclear. 

Similarly to vRES, many ESS rely on local resources, such as PHS in the mountains, CAES in special rock formations or EV 

in wealthy neighborhoods. Consequently, studying the local potentials becomes more relevant. Another corollary is that the 

transmission system and its expansion need to be modeled with more detail. But, this increases the computational burden. 

In short, to capture the variable nature of vRES and the short-term dynamics of ESS, the temporal resolutions has to be further 

improved. Similarly, to address local potentials and bottlenecks, the spatial resolution needs to be enhanced. 

4.4 ESS’ multiple services need to be recognized  

ESS can provide multiple services, from energy shifting and ramping capabilities to cope with vRES variability, reserves to 

compensate forecasting errors of vRES (uncertainty), improved frequency and voltage control, stability support, and black-start 

capability, among others. These applications are well documented [3,25,30,191] and some publications demonstrate that it is 

critical to properly consider what services ESS should provide from an operational point of view [201]. However, only few SEP 

publications include the pertinent benefits. Consequently, the value of ESS is systematically being underestimated.  

More worryingly, current reserves, given primarily by conventional generators, are decreasing and being replaced by inertia-

less converters (PV and wind power) [3]. In high vRES-shares scenarios, ESS might be the main source of reserves to deal with 

increasing levels of variability and uncertainties.  

In the context of multi-sectorial planning (Section 4.5), more system services might emerge in time, which could be provided 

by ESS. For example, hydropower plants usually provide flexibility for vRES integration, but this operation (hydropeaking) [202–

204] has detrimental effects on the ecosystems of rivers, such as washing out and stranding of species [205], life cycle and food 

chain disruption [206]. Hence, if other ESS provide that flexibility, they could indirectly provide an ecosystemic service by 

reducing the hydropeaking. 

In order to give the right price signals for investment decisions, the many services that ESS are able to provide in the power 

system, as well as across energy sectors, must be acknowledged. For this, the above-mentioned challenges need to be addressed. 

4.5 ESS’ presence in many energy sectors require multi-sectoral approaches to be extended  

Within the electricity sector, investment decisions of the different flexibility sources are interdependent [39]. However, they 

are frequently planned separately. A holistic approach, instead, would enable identifying synergies. For example, a combined 

storage and transmission expansion planning allows for a more economic integration of vRES [101,121]. In other words, if the 

transmission is cheap, remote generation and ESS potentials can easily be accessed. Conversely, local generation and ESS 

resources would be preferred. Here, the value of ESS lies in decreasing transmission congestion and losses, as well as displacing 

its socially controversial expansion [39]. 

Nowadays, the economic potential of ESS transcends the electricity sector; also the heat, gas, water and transport sector offer 

attractive ESS options. Reasons to include multi-sectors in SEP are at least the following: i) some cross-sectorial potential of ESS 

is convenient as it already exists or can be implemented through minor adaptions; for example, electric boilers for hot water and 

heat pumps for space heating may be a key low-cost option for providing flexibility [65,66]; similarly, H2 attained from P2G can 

be stored and transmitted in existing gas infrastructure to some extent [69,72]; and ii) cross-sectorial SEP allows identifying 
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synergies between sectors: for example, more gas storage can increase the sector’s autonomy and simultaneously reduce the need 

for other long-term storage options, such as large reservoirs that often are controversial; or a desalination plant could perceive 

another stream of income when offering operational flexibility to the power sector [155]; iii) cross-sectorial SEP helps identifying 

the possible issues that could arise when the coupling is not explicitly modeled: a recent work [69] (model of the integrated 

electricity and gas network flexibility, facilitated by the storage available in the gas lines) highlights how the lack of storage 

flexibility in the gas network might cause issues with reserve commitment and delivery in the electrical sector. Moreover, as 

electrification of energy demand is envisioned by the International Energy Agency as a major solution for meeting CO2 reduction 

goals [207], the electricity sector is no longer isolated and is growing closer together with the heat, gas, water and transport sectors. 

Modeling more than just the power sector imposes computational burdens, just as the spatial and time resolution does. An open 

question is where the value of ESS lies. Is it in the multiple services that a mix of ESS can provide in the electricity sector, or is it 

the energy shifting ability across sectors and time? 

5 Conclusions and future work 

This paper reviewed about 90 journal publications involving storage expansion planning (SEP). It classified them according to 

nine criteria, including modeled energy storage systems (ESS), goal and planning perspective of models, energy sectors and 

flexibility options, network modeling, modeling detail of ESS and power system, time treatment of investment decisions, time 

treatment of system operation, treatment of uncertainty, and solution methods. From this classification, trends in SEP were 

identified and the outstanding challenges derived. These challenges are summarized as follows. 

5.1 ESS’ diversity needs to be addressed 

Nowadays, SEP focuses on a wide spectrum of ESS, including short- to long-term, fixed and mobile, centralized and distributed 

ESS, all very dissimilar to each other. As the ideal ESS does not exist, the search for an optimum combination or mix of 

technologies seems natural. However, only now the first studies to identify that optimal ESS mix are appearing. So far, these 

studies limit the modeling details of ESS to a handful of parameters (state of charge, roundtrip efficiency, power, and energy 

capacity), neglecting other relevant dynamics. 

5.2 ESS’ complex lifetime and efficiency functions need to be modeled 

In contrast to conventional technologies in generation expansion planning (GEP), the lifetime of ESS is strongly affected by 

the many cycles to which they are exposed, and their efficiency depends on diverse phenomena making the model highly nonlinear. 

Modeling the lifetime in terms of cycling, as well as the efficiency functions of ESS remain scarce in SEP, but is required for not 

underestimating the costs. 

5.3 ESS require high temporal and spatial resolution  

The above mentioned technical diversity of ESS calls for a higher temporal resolution, whereas transmission constraints and 

local potentials of ESS call for a more detailed spatial resolution. Only a sufficient treatment of space and time and modeling their 

multiple services (see next point), as well as a complete modeling of the power system operation (e.g. unit commitment and 

network constraints), will enable capturing the full value of ESS. 

5.4 ESS’ multiple services need to be recognized  

To integrate variable renewable energy systems (vRES), flexibility of energy systems in terms of energy shifting, ramps and 

regulation is needed. These are all qualities of ESS. However, current SEP focuses mainly on energy shifting, systemically 

underestimating their full value. This is relevant especially as ESS is a potential competitor to other flexibility sources, such as 

transmission and generation infrastructure, and demand-side management. Furthermore, only a joint planning of them allows 

identifying the global optimum of flexibility in future energy systems. 

5.5 ESS’ presence in many energy sectors require multi-sectoral approaches to be extended 

ESS can be deployed in many energy sectors. Moreover, ESS may readily be available in other energy sectors, so that relatively 

low-cost options for power system flexibility provision may be accessed. Furthermore, the sectors are growing together as 

electrification of demand is widely envisioned as a solution for reaching climate change mitigation goals. Consequently, to find 

the cross-sectorial optima, the power, heat, gas, transport and water sectors need to be planned in conjunction.  

5.6 Future work 

As future work, the aforementioned SEP challenges need to be addressed. In particular, elaborating a comprehensive ranking 

between them is pressing. For example, a benchmark for the trade-off between precision and computing time among the many 

technical ESS properties, time and space resolution, and detail of the power system is needed. Furthermore, towards multi-sectorial 

storage planning, a coordinated planning effort among the involved energy sectors is key.  

Future SEP approaches might also emphasize agent-based modeling, stochastic programming, and multi-objective optimization, 

in order to capture market behavior, uncertainties, and multiple targets, such as environmental criteria, flexible planning, and 

resilience, of the energy sector. 

Finally, the combination of a high resolution of time, space, technical phenomena, and market, along with multi-sectors -and 

all these under uncertainty- calls for advances in model reduction techniques and solving speed.  
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Caption of figures 

 

Fig. 1. Need for flexible power systems and flexibility sources 

Fig. 2. Heat, transport, water and electricity sectorial coupling through ESS 

Fig. 3. Time treatment of investment decisions: a) static optimization, b) milestone-years, c) rolling horizon, d) path 

optimization or dynamic optimization. Grey symbolizes share of fossil and green of renewable plants in time. 

Fig. 4. Geographic evolution of SEP based on author affiliation of publications per decade. Orange: earlier than 1990, green: 

1990s, light blue: 2000s, grey 2010s. 

Fig. 5. Evolution of technologies considered in SEP per decade 

Fig. 6. Evolution of SEP planning target per decade 

Fig. 7. Evolution of cross-sectorial planning in SEP, including flexibility options within the power sector, over the last decades 

Fig. 8. Detail of power system modeling in SEP in time 

Fig. 9. Dynamic versus static formulations of investment decisions of SEP over time 

Fig. 10. Time treatment of system operation in SEP over time 

Fig. 11. Modeling of uncertainty in SEP over time 

Fig. 12. Formulation of SEP problems over time 
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